EYFS & KS 1 Analysis prompts
When watching each others dance ideas/performances it is good to encourage the pupils to
feedback/analyse. General questions you could pose would be:Ø What did you enjoy?
Ø How did it make you feel?
Ø What did you notice?
Specific questions related to learning objectives will help the pupils to give more detailed
and relevant feedback e.g.
Ø What shapes could you see?
Ø How did they change the dynamics?
Ø What examples of turning could you see?
WWW and EBI – encourage 2 positive comments and 1 constructive suggestion
Ø It is always could to encourage pupils to pick out aspects of someone's work that was
successful as well as suggesting improvements.
Ø WWW = What Went Well.
Ø EBI = Even Better If.

KS2 Analysis Prompts
When watching each others dance ideas/performances it is good to encourage the pupils to feedback/analyse.
General questions you could pose would be:Ø

What did you enjoy?

Ø

How did it make you feel?

Ø

What did you notice?

Ø

Describe what you saw and explain how it was effective.

Ø

For KS2 pupils it is important to add reason to their opinion, asking why? Can they justify their observations?

Specific questions related to learning objectives will help the pupils to give more detailed and relevant feedback e.g.
Ø

What shapes could you see?

Ø

Was it performed accurately with fluency?

Ø

How did they change the dynamics?

Ø

What examples of turning could you see?

Ø

Which choreographic devices were included? (repetition, contrast, transitions, climax)

Ø

How did the dance relate to the stimulus?

Ø

Can you comment on transitions?

Ø

How effective was the choice of dynamics/actions/space?

Self review/analysis
Self Review
Enabling pupils to watch themselves dancing can provide the best
way of them improving their own performance – it helps them to
make associations between how a movement feels to them and
what it looks like to others.
The use of tablets can be of great benefit here as the pupil dancing
can watch the footage of themselves after they have performed to
review an accurate presentation of their skills.
If you have an interactive whiteboard or projector in the studio the
class can watch footage and even annotate images as part of the
review process.

